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INTRODUCTION
Consulting Excellence is the new badge of quality in consulting. It helps clients make better buying decisions,
promotes collaboration between clients and consultants to achieve great outcomes and helps the UK’s
leading management consulting firms to recruit and retain the best people.
To achieve ‘Consulting Excellence’, MCA member firms commit to adopting the Consulting Excellence
Principles. The nine Principles divide into three main Pillars: Ethical Behaviour, Client Service and Value, and
Professional Development.
The Professional Development Pillar commits Consulting Excellence firms to “developing the capabilities of
their consultants, providing career development opportunities and supporting the welfare of all their
employees.” The three Principles under the Professional Development Pillar of Consulting Excellence are:

•

WE UNDERTAKE TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLANNING EACH YEAR

•

WE PROMOTE STRONG CORE CONSULTING CAPABILITIES AND SPECIALISMS IN OUR CONSULTANTS
AND TEAMS.

•

WE SUPPORT OUR EMPLOYEES’ CAREER PROGRESSION, PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND
WELFARE.

This ’Guide to Professional Development’ has been designed specifically to outline a process by which MCA
member firms can uphold the three Principles under the Professional Development Pillar of Consulting
Excellence.
Using questions and exemplars, this Guide acts as a diagnostic tool to enable those responsible for
professional development in consulting firms to assess how they are meeting their commitments to
professional and career development under the Professional Development Pillar of Consulting Excellence.
It outlines a professional development process that members can use to identify a curriculum and
development pathway unique to their consulting firm based on their intended position in the market, their
target sectors and their brand values.
The Guide also helps member firms to support other Consulting Excellence Principles.
It enables firms to identify the critical skills and behaviours required of their consultants to provide excellent
consulting services that deliver the outcomes clients seek and need (Principle 4). It outlines a strategy for
consultants to define, learn, practise and develop new and existing skills to better respond to changing client
needs and concerns (Principle 5) and, by enabling firms to benchmark their current professional development
activities, the guide will help those firms who are committed to improving the value they can deliver to clients
(Principle 6).
As the consulting industry adapts to meet new client needs and expand into new service areas, it is vital that
firms identify, strengthen and promote good practice in professional development. Developing the core
consulting skills and qualities that enable firms to continue to deliver value to clients and the wider economy
is crucial and this guide should provide a tool for firms to diagnose their current situation and help them plan
for the future.
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HOW TO USE THIS DOCUMENT
The Consulting Excellence scheme is explicitly Principles-based and MCA members are encouraged to uphold,
adopt and deploy it in ways that are most appropriate to their circumstances.
It is not a system of regulation or an inspection regime and it does not rely on compliance machinery or
prescription. Instead, Consulting Excellence should be a stimulus to action for firms and an opportunity to
review, evaluate and constantly improve the service and value they provide to clients, employees and wider
stakeholders.
With such an ambition for Consulting Excellence in mind, this Guide is intended to be diagnostic rather than
prescriptive.
As all member firms have different brand values, target sectors and intended positions in the market, as well
as their own existing systems and processes in place, the aim of this document is to enable each firm to
undertake appropriate self-assessment of their own professional development strategy.

THE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
The document follows a four stage ‘Professional Development Process’ that firms can use to identify their
unique curriculum and development pathway, as shown in this process chart:

To ensure those responsible for professional development assess each area of their professional development
efforts, this document follows the Professional Development Process from the Principles through to
Implementation.
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STAGE

DESCRIPTION

THREE PRINCIPLES OF
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT



Diagnostic questions based on the three
professional development Principles of Consulting
Excellence with links to further tools and
resources

DEVELOPMENTAL ANALYSIS:
SYSTEMS



Essential support systems for firms’ professional
development strategies

DEVELOPMENTAL ANALYSIS:
TRAINING



An example core curriculum of the key skills and
behaviours required of management consultants
throughout a consulting career and diagnostic
questions for firm specific topics under headings
of Brand, Services, Culture and Corporate
Personality

APPLICATION AND
IMPLEMENTATION



Deciding to whom firms should apply their
professional development efforts (by ‘Corporate’,
‘Team’ and ‘Individual’) and how they intend to
implement their professional development
strategy (‘Internal’ or ‘External’)

4

As a ‘diagnostic’ tool for self- assessment, under each section of the document you will find a mix of:
•
•
•

Diagnostic questions
Links to useful resources/organisations
Exemplars

To remind readers which stage of the professional development process they are evaluating, at the bottom of
each page you will find a reproduction of the process with the specific section being assessed highlighted in
grey:

Importantly, this document is not a competency framework. Competency frameworks show what a
professional needs to be able to do but don’t specify the skills and behaviours necessary to achieve these
levels of competence.
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THREE PRINCIPLES OF PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
1. Training and professional development planning
1.

Training and professional development planning

2.

Promoting strong core consulting capabilities and specialisms

3.

Supporting employees’ career progression, professional development and welfare

WE UNDERTAKE TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
EACH YEAR
Do you:

•

Prepare an annual professional development plan that focuses on the appropriate training of
individual consultants?
Go to Developmental Analysis → Page 8

•

Develop attractive consulting careers?
Go to consulting career diagram → Page 10 Go to ‘career path’ resources & organisations → Page 20

•

Create well-organised and effective teams?
Go to Developmental Analysis → Page 8

•

Provide a thorough and comprehensive induction programme for recruits?
Go to Developmental Analysis – Induction → Page 9

•

Assess periodically the performance of all consultants and provide constructive feedback?

•

Encourage consultants to reflect honestly on their performance, capabilities and development?

•

Encourage consultants to provide feedback on the firm’s culture and performance, and commit
to respond openly to suggestions for improvement?
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2. Promoting strong core consulting capabilities and
specialisms
1.

Training and professional development planning

2.

Promoting strong core consulting capabilities and specialisms

3.

Supporting employees’ career progression, professional development and welfare

WE PROMOTE STRONG CORE CONSULTING CAPABILITIES AND
SPECIALISMS IN OUR CONSULTANTS AND TEAMS.
Do you:

•

Ensure consultants are qualified to work at the level of seniority to which the firm appoints them
and have the skills to be successful in their role?
Go to Developmental Analysis → Page 9

•

Review their capabilities against current and emerging client needs and adapt training
accordingly?
Go to Developmental Analysis → Page 9

•

Encourage all consultants to pursue relevant and valuable professional qualifications and
awards, and support them in doing so?

•

Provide consultants with opportunities and incentives to update their specialist knowledge and
expertise and to acquire new skills throughout their career?
Go to Developmental Analysis → Page 9

•

Foster a culture that emphasises team working?
Go to Culture and Corporate Personality → Page 18

•

Equip consultants with the skills to work in high-performing teams?
Go to Core Curriculum: Consulting Skills → Page 11
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3. Supporting employees’ career progression, professional
development and welfare
1.

Training and professional development planning

2. Promoting strong core consulting capabilities and specialisms
3. Supporting employees’ career progression, professional development and welfare

WE SUPPORT OUR EMPLOYEES’ CAREER PROGRESSION,
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND WELFARE.
Do you:

•

Create a culture and organisation that ensure consultants are not just managed and assessed
against commercial targets, but are also supported in the development of their careers and their
welfare?
Go to Developmental Analysis → Page 8

•

Treat individual consultants fairly and without bias?
Go to employee rights/diversity → Page 21

•

Encourage staff to participate in relevant professional networks?
Organisations such as MCA

•

Welcome requests where appropriate for flexible and alternative ways of working?
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DEVELOPMENTAL ANALYSIS
SYSTEMS
All professional development plans need strong systems and resources to support them. These should
reinforce and develop the critical behaviours and skills that align with the firm's strategy and market
positioning:
•

Career path: Training Firms, Recruitment Firms, HR, Industry Blogs etc.

•

Competencies: Competency Frameworks such as offered by the Institute of Management
Consultants USA (IMC)

•

Performance Management: Metrics, Guidelines, Systems

•

Individual Welfare: Independent support organisations, Coaching Firms

•

Support Systems: Such as outsourced HR, IT, Marketing & BD Firms

Example: The ‘Billable Hour’ - How a firm’s professional
development systems impact behaviours
The ‘Billable hour’ is often used as a key performance metric within professional services firms. The problem
with this short-term, ‘activity driven’ performance metric is that it specifically rewards and underpins
behaviours that can be to the detriment both of the firm and, more importantly, its clients.
Billable hours do not engender a positive relationship with clients, they provide little incentive for regular
communication and within the firm they often drive inefficiency as, counter-intuitively, individuals seem to be
rewarded for prolonging projects.
The top performing professional services firms believe in putting the client first, doing things the right way
and having a deeply rooted value set which drives all successful behaviours. Accordingly, these firms have
developed systems which underpin these beliefs and actively support and align with the long-term, strategic
philosophy they want to see throughout the firm.
Rather than focusing on the short term, activity driven ‘Billable hour’ metric, the top performing firms might
instead have professional development systems that promote, measure and reward: client loyalty, business
development, people development, responsiveness, collaboration, new relationships, trust, service innovation
and successful projects.
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DEVELOPMENTAL ANALYSIS
TRAINING
In order to help firms identify a comprehensive training curriculum that aligns with their unique strategy and
market positioning and to ensure consultants can evaluate the full complement of skills they require to
succeed in their role, this guide separates ‘training’ into three key areas of professional development:
Induction: The key considerations for any new starter training.
Core Curriculum Modules: The core abilities, foundational skills and behaviours consultants are expected to
attain throughout their consulting careers.
Firm Specific Topics: a list of diagnostic questions that enable consulting firms to examine and define the
critical behaviours and firm specific skills they need to develop to ensure each component supports the firm’s
overall objectives.
Go to Page 20 for firms offering specialist training and professional development programmes for
Management Consulting firms.

INDUCTION
Does your induction process include?
•
•
•
•

General training relating to your organisation, including values and philosophy as well as structure and
services?
Mandatory training relating to health and safety and other essential or legal areas?
Job training relating to the role that the new starter will be performing, including performance
management?
Personal development needs and aspirations and how they might be achieved?
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CORE CURRICULUM MODULES
To uphold the three ‘Consulting Excellence’ professional development principles, as well as attaining
exceptional analytical and business modelling ‘technical’ skills, consultants need to learn and excel in ‘nontechnical’ cognitive and behavioural consulting skills.
Throughout a consulting career, consultants are expected to assume certain core responsibilities that can be
summarised in four main areas. The shouldering of each responsibility changes as a consulting career
progresses (see diagram: Consulting Career and Core Responsibilities):
Consult: Core consulting activities that deliver value, identify opportunities and solve problems for clients
Manage: Lead a consulting team and manage client engagements
Business Development: Develop a stream of business with new or existing clients
Lead: Grow the business, exemplify the brand, embody the culture and ensure the firm’s legacy and heritage
To fulfil each key responsibility with
distinction requires a consultant to apply a
variety of behavioural and cognitive skills,
many of which will not be intuitive. The role of
a consulting curriculum should be to ensure
that these core behavioural and cognitive
skills are identified, learned, practised,
developed and refined, either through formal
training, self-development or mentoring and
coaching.
Below we have identified the core abilities
and foundational skills relevant to each
responsibility and we believe firms who learn,
adopt, share and model these skills among
their consultants will be best placed to
achieve the ambitions of Consulting
Excellence.

Consulting Career and
Core Responsibilities
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CORE CURRICULUM: CONSULT
•

Complex problem solving

•

Opportunity generation

•

Cognitive flexibility

•

Change management essentials

•

Present effective recommendations

•

Formulate robust conclusions

•

Generate clear findings

•

Interview and efficient data gathering techniques

•

Logic development

•

Context evaluation

•

Stakeholder analysis

•

Presentation skills

•

Business analysis

•

Influencing skills

•

Active listening

•

Critical thinking
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CORE CURRICULUM: MANAGE
•

Negotiation

•

Project management

•

Manage stakeholders

•

Build loyalty and trust

•

Managing change

•

Flexible leadership

•

Judgment and decision making

•

Manage conflict

•

Undertake effective interactions

•

Budget management

•

Manage critical conversations

•

Coaching

•

Handle scrutiny and difficult scenarios

•

Give and receive feedback

•

Manage former peers

•

Performance management

•

Delegation

•

Manage difficult exchanges

•

Engagement management

•

Emotional intelligence

•

Demonstrate credibility

•

Understand essential elements of finance

•

Basic influencing skills

•

Time management
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CORE CURRICULUM: LEAD
•

Exemplify the brand

•

Embody the culture

•

Ensure the legacy and heritage

•

Set strategy

•

Leading change

•

Create a collaborative culture

•

Build talent pipeline

•

Build the practice

•

Create loyalty and trust

•

Lead teams through projects

•

Good judgment and decision making

•

Demonstrate credibility

•

Build personal status and reputation

•

Strong presence and impact

13
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CORE CURRICULUM:
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
•

Account development

•

Advanced presentation skills

•

Build the practice

•

Negotiation

•

Build loyalty and trust

•

Recognise opportunities

•

Develop client opportunities

•

Create compelling and effective communications

•

Storytelling

•

Become an ambassador for the firm

•

Personal network development

•

Manage effective interactions

•

Articulate a value proposition

•

Form and deliver a point of view

•

Thought leadership

•

Manage critical conversations

•

Build relationships

•

Consultative approach to
business development

•

Manage engagements

•

Emotional intelligence

•

Demonstrate credibility

•

Build personal status, presence and impact

•

Handle difficult scenarios and scrutiny

•

Intelligence gathering

•

Networking

•

Presentation skills
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FIRM SPECIFIC TOPICS
Consistent across all consulting firms we have identified three additional core components derived from the
firm’s strategy and market positioning: ‘Brand’, ‘Services’ and ‘Culture and Corporate Personality’.
For each of these core components we have drawn up a list of diagnostic questions that enable consulting
firms to examine and define the critical behaviours and firm specific skills they need to develop to ensure
each component supports the firm’s overall objectives.

Brand:
•
•
•
•

Communicating
Alignment with Client Sectors
Business Development
Leading/Managing

Services:
•
•
•
•

Clients/Business Development
Technical Skills
Consulting Skills
Leading/Managing

Culture and Corporate Personality:
•
•
•
•

Defining
Aligning
Embodying
Changing

15
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BRAND
Communicating:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do you have a clear vision and linked corporate values?
Does your brand differentiate your organisation from others in the sector?
If asked, would everyone in your organisation be able to explain the vision and values?
Do you have a strategy for communicating your brand (identity, language, behaviours)?
Is there consistency in the internal and external communication of your brand?
Which critical behaviours communicate your brand values?

Alignment with client sectors:
•
•
•
•
•

Is your brand recognisable to clients and potential clients?
Does your brand messaging align with your client sectors?
Does your brand communicate a level of quality in your offering which is appropriate for your client
sectors?
Are clients satisfied that you have fulfilled the promises of your brand?
Would clients recognise and see the value in the key drivers of your brand (e.g. thought leadership,
distinct position in the market, methodology, heritage)?

Business development:
•
•
•
•
•

Is your brand an explicit part of your offering to clients?
Is your brand differentiation clear in the case studies and proposals presented to clients?
Is your brand messaging clear in any content you create to raise awareness of your organisation?
Is brand satisfaction part of your review of projects and account management?
Do you tailor your brand message to different audiences while retaining the core message?

Leading/Managing:
•
•
•
•
•

Do your managers exemplify your brand, leading by example?
Is brand alignment in language and behaviour part of your performance assessment?
Do your managers use training, coaching and engagement to create brand ambassadors?
Do you regularly carry out research to ensure your brand remains relevant?
Do you partner with prominent businesses or associations (sponsorship, research or conferences) as
part of your brand strategy?
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SERVICES
Clients/Business Development:
•
•
•
•
•

Have you defined not only the services you offer, but what differentiates the way in which you offer
them?
Do you have a strong social media presence that clearly communicates your service offer?
Do you regularly get referrals based on your service offer?
Do you carry out research to ensure that your services meet current and future client needs?
What is the process for new services development?

Technical skills:
•
•
•
•
•

Have you identified the technical skills required to deliver your services?
Do your technical skills include digital proficiency and ‘human’ skills and behaviours?
Do you have a plan to ensure that technical skills are regularly updated?
Do you carry out research to ensure that technical skills meet the current and future needs of your
clients and projects?
Do you have a benchmark for technical skills?

Consulting skills:
•
•
•
•
•

Have you identified the consulting skills required to deliver your services?
Do your consulting skills include elements like creativity, storytelling, and empathy?
Do you have processes to ensure that consulting teams can work together effectively?
Do you have a benchmark for consulting skills?
Do you have a plan to ensure that consulting skills are developed in accordance with the career path?

Leading/Managing:
•
•
•
•
•

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

you
you
you
you
you

have clear criteria for career progression that are consistent with your brand and services?
have a plan to develop and retain talent?
have a plan for succession of key figures in your organisation to ensure continuity of service?
have a plan to extend or build your service offering to grow the practice?
regularly assess management/leadership effectiveness?
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CULTURE AND CORPORATE PERSONALITY
Defining:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Can you define the behavioural norms and associated social sanctions that create your culture?
Does your culture support cooperative working, transparency and creativity?
Do you regularly assess your corporate culture and the extent to which it enables or inhibits
achievement of your vision and goals?
What is the legacy impact on your culture?
What are the cultural ‘Sacred Cows’ or ‘Uncontested Untouchables’, and why?
Have you defined how the Principles of Consulting Excellence should impact on your firm’s culture?

Aligning:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Does your culture align with your business strategy?
Does your culture align with the Principles of Consulting Excellence?
Does your culture align with your brand vision and values?
How is your culture communicated to new starters?
Do your compensation, benefits and performance management programmes support the right
behaviours?
Do the systems support how problems are discovered, communicated and solved?

Embodying:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who in your organisation best embodies the culture?
Are you clear how Consulting Excellence should be embodied? Do your firm’s leaders embody the
Principles of Consulting Excellence?
Do your leaders and managers embody the culture in their actions and communications? If not, how
does the Firm deal with it?
Do your systems support the culture or inhibit it?
Does your recruitment process foster the long-term culture you want?
Do your career path options foster the culture you want?

Changing:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Have you defined your change goal, with its outcomes and benefits?
How will you know if you have met your commitments under Consulting Excellence?
How do you measure what is changing and how it is changing?
Do you know what/who are your change catalysts?
Are your clients engaged in the change process?
How do you communicate the process and the progress?
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APPLICATION
The final stage of the Professional Development Process is firstly to decide who should be the focus of your
professional development strategies:

•

Corporate (Universal)

•

Team

•

Individual

IMPLEMENTATION
And finally, to decide how (who you will choose) to implement your professional development strategy:

•

Internal

•

External Providers

19
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MCA Member or Associate Member Firms
Providing Professional Development Services for
Consulting Firms:
TRAINING
•

BMT Hi-Q Sigma: www.bmt-hqs.com
A Management Consultancy that additionally provides training and coaching in core skills for
P3M management consultants including Problem Solving, APM PMQ & PMQ (accredited
courses), Risk Management, Earned Value Management.

•

Huthwaite International: www.huthwaiteinternational.co.uk
Sales and negotiation experts, helping businesses across the world to transform their sales
performance. We offer solutions in sales, negotiation, communication, customer service,
procurement and coaching.

•

The Gap Partnership: http://www.gappartnership.com
Leading negotiation consultancy specialising wholly and exclusively in negotiation.

•

The Observatory International: www.observatoryinternational.com/uk
Day-in, day-out we are consulting, researching and commenting on marketing agency
resources. So our training programmes are filled with the most up to date insights and advice.

•

OEE Consulting: www.oeeconsulting.com
LCS accredited Lean training across all levels, from Lean Awareness to Lean Master. ILM
accredited training in Operations Management and Stakeholder Engagement. Loughborough
University accredited Design of Service Operations training. Bespoke programmes available in
many aspects of Service, Operations, Change and Improvement.

•

The Oystercatchers: www.theoystercatchers.com
We transform people 'who work in Marketing' to become professional Marketers who work in
a centre of Marketing Excellence.

•

PPL: www.pplconsulting.co.uk
PPL is a specialist independent consultancy working on practical projects promoting health,
wellbeing and economic success across the UK. We work with our clients to build capacity for
change and deliver a range of learning and development services - including training sessions,
courses, master classes, seminars, coaching and wider organisational development.

•

Psychological Skills for Professional Services Ltd (PSfPS): www.psfps.com
Training management consultants worldwide in the essential cognitive and behavioural skills
required for success in consulting.
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SYSTEMS
Career path
•

Mindbench: www.mindbench.com
Mindbench recruits management consultants for permanent and interim consultancy roles
with firms in the UK. Mindbench develops and manages the talent platform, enabling
consultants to network through regular networking events and select consultants for project
roles with Mindbench clients.

•

Prism Executive Recruitment: prismrecruitment.co.uk
Prism is a well-established and highly regarded executive recruitment firm characterised by
integrity and results. Our focus is Management Consultant recruitment and finding exceptional
consulting talent.

•

She’s Back: www.shesback.co.uk
She’s Back harness data to create insights and solutions. We help organisations access the
potential of women at all levels. We support women who want to return. And we cut through
the wow communications on behalf of women. She’s Back recently partnered with the MCA
for a report on Women in Consulting.
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FURTHER READING AND RESOURCES:
Essential Reading
“All for One” – Andrew Sobel
“First Among Equals: How to Manage a Group of Professionals” – Patrick McKenna and David Maister
“Give and Take” – Adam Grant
“Good to Great: Why Some Companies Make the Leap...and Others Don't” – Jim Collins
“Influence” – Robert Cialdini
“Lean In” - Sheryl Sandberg
“Legacy” – James Kerr
“Managing the Professional Service Firm” – David Maister
“Mindset” – Carol Dweck
“Never Eat Alone” – Keith Ferrazzi
“Outliers - The Story of Success” – Malcolm Gladwell
“Practice What You Preach: What Managers Must Do to Create a High Achievement Culture” – David Maister
“Predictably Irrational” – Dan Ariely
“Purple Cow” – Seth Godin
“Seven Habits of Highly Effective People: Powerful Lessons in Personal Change” - Stephen Covey
“Start with Why” – Simon Sinek
“Strategy & The Fat Smoker: Doing What's Obvious But Not Easy” – David Maister
“The 4-Hour Workweek” – Tim Ferris
“The Art of Learning: An Inner Journey to Optimal Performance” – Joshua Waitzkin
“The Art of Managing Professional Services: Insights from Leaders of the World's Top Firms” – Maureen
Broderick
“The Art of Strategy” – R.L. Wing
“The Chimp Paradox” – Prof. Steve Peters
“The Innovator’s Dilemma” – Clayton Christensen
“The Power of Habit” – Charles Duhigg
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“The Pyramid Principle” – Barbara Minto
“The Trusted Advisor” – David Maister, Charles Green and Robert Galford
“Thinking, Fast and Slow” – Daniel Kahneman
“True Professionalism” – David Maister
“Turn This Ship Around!” – L. David Marquet

Selected Blogs and Links
http://fourhourworkweek.com/blog/ - The blog of Tim Ferriss, author of the Four-Hour-Work-Week
www.andrewsobel.com/blog/ - Client relationship expert. His books include “All For One”, “Making Rain”,
“Power Questions”, “Clients for Life” and “Power Relationships”
www.davidmaister.com/blog/ - A link to all of David Maister’s articles including: “Why (Most) Training is
Useless” (http://davidmaister.com/articles/why-most-training-is-useless/) and “The Anatomy of a Consulting
Firm” (http://davidmaister.com/articles/the-anatomy-of-a-consulting-firm/)
www.leandroherrero.com/blog/ - Daily Thoughts by Leandro Herrero – Speaker, Author and Consultant
www.mca.org.uk/news/blog - The Management Consultancies Association Blog
www.sethgodin.com - Seth Godin is an American author, entrepreneur, marketer, and public speaker.
www.thestoryoftelling.com - Bernadette Jiwa: How to differentiate from your competitors and communicate
your value to your customers

The Chartered Management Consultant Award
The Management Consultancies Association is currently (May 2017) in discussions with the Chartered
Management Institute (CMI) with a view to launching an accredited ‘Chartered Management Consultant’
Award, building upon many of the themes outlined within this guide to professional development. Please visit
the MCA website (www.mca.org.uk) for regular updates on this initiative.
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